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Trouble-free FilmMusic

ROYALTYfree

Especially arranged for dubbing
Performed by professional musicians
+300 instruments
Studio-CD/DVD-Standard
Custom tailord for professional production
Supplier since 1992

Individual info service
Fast delivery

Music and rights from one source
Worldwide licence with no time limit 
Legal certainty
Pay once - use always or flatrate licence

All styles
Continuous extension of repertoire
more than 11.300 titles (09/2012) 
Jingles, extended versions,
arrangement variants

Quality

Transparency

Service

Choice

You require fast professional music solutions 

for your production?

We help you solve the problem. Highland Musikarchiv

offers one of the largest and most divers ROYALTYfree 

music archives in Germany.

Ready-to-use music for advertisement, industrial videos,

documentations...

Choose from several thousand titles, acquire favourable

priced rights of use and stage rights.

All licence issues are solved, no further charges by

royalty collecting associations. Spend time

on creativity, not on administration!

All compostions are subject to rights of use, stage rights etc.

Using Highland Musikarchiv titles means you acquire 

these rights directly from the source.

This means for you: no problems with royalty collecting

associations like GEMA, AKM, SUISA...!

Select your music - no right issues

Filmmusic
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You do not like the idea of time consuming administrative 
work with royalty collecting associations, publishers, 
forms, title lists etc.?

Let us fascilitate your professional life. As Highland 
Musikarchiv customer you receive a personalised licence 
(Release Document) that shows legal proof of origin of the 
music.

Titles or CDs/DVDs for which you obtained the commecial 
right of use once, may be used unlimited for commercial 
productions without any kind of notification send to us.

This means more time for essentials for you and your 
clients!

Highland Musikarchiv offers you fair pricing and a 
transparent and easy licence model.
The flatrate system facilitates your project management 
and eliminates consequential costs for you and your 
clients.

Independently from your type of application we offer a 
straightforward solution. Feel free to contact us 
concerning the appropriate solution for your individual 
requirements.

Get a better idea about our music by ordering the free
and non-committing InstantStarterSet with 4 original 
CDs/DVDs.

Less administration

Less costs

More service

Dubbing - Publishing. Done!

ROYALTYfree

FilmMus ic
Product ion Mus ic

Atmospher icSounds
Instrumentals

Sounds

Pro



Trouble-free:

Titles 75,-

CD/DVD 199,-    

BEST OF... CD/DVD 230,-

M u s i k a r c h i v
Highland

Highland Musikarchiv Series

Production Music Series

Backgrounds Series

BEST OF... Series

Divers prevailing moods: tension driven, sportive 
or romantic. All titles incl. extended version (>10 
min), arrangement variation and jingles.

Various synthetic effects and sound universes, 
technical sounds, experimental sounds, synthetic 
atmospheres etc. Suggestive and emotional. Mostly 
floating arrangements without strong rhythm.

Assorted compilations on different subjects 
(industry, action, leisure...)

CDs/DVDs with app. 75 min duration (130 min for  
double CDs).
Mostly with thematic focus.
Always containing “general use” titles.

You use worldwide without time limit all titles from one 
Highland Musikarchiv CD/DVD for as many of your 
productions as you like.
Once licenced no more administration or costs!

You use worldwide without time limit all titles from one 
Highland Musikarchiv “BEST OF ...” CD/DVD for as many 
of your productions as you like.
Once licenced no more administration or costs!

You use worldwide without time limit an individual title for as 
many of your productions as you like.
Once licenced no more administration or costs!

All compostions are subject to rights of use, stage rights etc.
Purchase of our CDs/DVDs/titles always includes unlimited  
rights of use and stage rights as one-stop-agency. No further 
work with royalty collecting associations, record companies, 
publishers, authors' societies (GEMA/AKM/SUISA...) is 
required.
Do it the easy way!

*All prices excluding VAT

*

*

*

You need music just for one production?
Use our flatrate: Use as many titles from our archive as you like. 
Bound to the individual production this licence offers you 
maximum choice for 300,-    

ProductionFlatrate 300,- *

Subscription 60,-   /month
Everything. Always. Instantly.

The complete archive with unlimited access!
All new releases immediately at hand!

Licenced rights for the use of our music for all productions 
finalised during the subscription period remain in force even 
after termination of the subscription. (Please find all details on 
subscription on the separate subscription-sheet.)

*

*

Piano Series
Pure magic of the piano! This series does not 
fascinate with broad arrangements but with the 
pure emotional tune. Soulful performed piano 
music in different styles. Stylistics range from 
emotional ballads over bar music and melancholic 
jazz  to classic impromptu. Use the variety of this 
music for creative arrangement of your pictures. 
Use a melody as principal theme and add 
variations with different arrangements or different 
instrumentation. This offers a wide scope of 
possibilities for your film dramaturgy. Subtle 
acoustic instrumental titles – expressive and 
versatile. Perfect for issues like landscapes, culture, 
nostalgia, feelings, drama etc.

Tracks, Loops, Jingles & More Series
Inspiring versatile titles for industry and nature, 
hobby, travel and sports.
Extended by numerous professionally prepared 
loops, jingles and arrangement variations .
Hands-on, up to date, expressive and diversified! 
Our Swiss knife for dubbing: indispensable!

(package discounts as of 125,-    )



Around the world with lively titles plus folk 
elements. Original bag pipe, zither, Latin 
American rhythm or Greek dance: Authentic 
compositions with touching melodies. 
Refreshing new and légère.

Harmonic and melodic - simply beautiful. 
Solemn songs without dominant drums. 
Particularly suitable for landscapes, underwater, 
harmony and "good times". Two bonus tracks 
with useful nature sounds (storm) without 
background noises.

A wonderful relaxed CD. You find a wedding 
march, diverse titles for landscapes, strong 
rhythms and positive melodies. No dominant 
drums or percussions. Suitable for a broad 
variety of application.

All together dynamic, a modern CD with many 
trailers and jingles. Technological and rhythmic 
variations make this a perfect selection for 
industrial and advertisement films as well as for 
any current topics.

Expressive romantic chamber music - a 
potpourri of classical styles. Including strings, 
piano, harp, cembalo, bassoon, guitar, 
transverse flute and other acoustic instruments. 
Idyllic melodies, traditional harmonic, classical 
arrangements with very contained 
rhythmisation. 92 titles with subtle 
instrumented harmonics!

Classical Dreams
CD A: 74:18 min
CD B: 67:26 min
HM35431

13 titles in classy and sincere harmony: 
expressive and emotional, diversified 
instrumentation with bassoon, harp, oboe, solo-
piano, cembalo and many more (few drums). 
Ideal for trips into cultural history, gorgeous 
nature and travel. Melancholia and euphoria, 
intimate play or grand cinema: music for film 
and quality-tv. 
Total 198 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Classical Melodies
DVD: 249:01 min
HM37131

Dynamically, technically and modern this CD 
serves the new developments in technology. 
Highly up-to-date sounds and rhythmic variety 
in different grooves and tempi. Modern music 
for professional employment in dubbing, 
especially for issues like technology, industry 
and progress.

Communication
CD: 71:38 min
HM33131

Ranging from classical jazz to hard, modern 
rhythms. Different grooves not only for city 
context. In addition you find classic pop and a 
relaxing joy of life. A swinging CD with many 
highlights.

City Grooves
CD: 74:33 min
HM31031

Magic and melancholy, wizardry and 
fascination of a continent! Authentic 
instruments, signing, lovely melodies in 
pleasant arrangements. Mysterious moods for 
more than just issues like nature, wildlife and 
travel. 
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 208 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 74 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles!

The sound worlds of Indonesia, Thailand, India, 
Japan and China, from the rice field into the 
Mega cities!  Smooth atmospheres, some with 
rhythmic accentuation, relaxing and 
mysteriously. Mildly peppered with exotic 
variations, authentic instruments and voice 
collages! Always embedded into "western" 
harmonies, without cheap sound plates. Go on a  
journey of discovery and experiment with 
contrasting visual impressions!

Highland Musikarchiv Series

Classical Moments
CD A: 75:02 min
CD B: 74:08 min
HM34231

Longing dream journey from Southwest and 
Central Asia through India, Thailand, China and 
Japan. Gentle exotic, gorgeous with a wide range 
of authentic instruments. Fragrances, spices, 
colours and magic: Highly inspiring for travel, 
reportage, multicultural nature and emotion.
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 230 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 125 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and jingles!

Around the world with lively titles plus folk 
elements. Original bag pipe, zither, Latin 
American rhythm or Greek dance: Authentic 
compositions with touching melodies. 
Refreshing new and légère.

Harmonic and melodic - simply beautiful. 
Solemn songs without dominant drums. 
Particularly suitable for landscapes, underwater, 
harmony and "good times". Two bonus tracks 
with useful nature sounds (storm) without 
background noises.

A wonderful relaxed CD. You find a wedding 
march, diverse titles for landscapes, strong 
rhythms and positive melodies. No dominant 
drums or percussions. Suitable for a broad 
variety of application.

All together dynamic, a modern CD with many 
trailers and jingles. Technological and rhythmic 
variations make this a perfect selection for 
industrial and advertisement films as well as for 
any current topics.

Expressive romantic chamber music - a 
potpourri of classical styles. Including strings, 
piano, harp, cembalo, bassoon, guitar, 
transverse flute and other acoustic instruments. 
Idyllic melodies, traditional harmonic, classical 
arrangements with very contained 
rhythmisation. 92 titles with subtle 
instrumented harmonics!

Dynamically, technically and modern this CD 
serves the new developments in technology. 
Highly up-to-date sounds and rhythmic variety 
in different grooves and tempi. Modern music 
for professional employment in dubbing, 
especially for issues like technology, industry 
and progress.

Ranging from classical jazz to hard, modern 
rhythms. Different grooves not only for city 
context. In addition you find classic pop and a 
relaxing joy of life. A swinging CD with many 
highlights.

Magic and melancholy, wizardry and 
fascination of a continent! Authentic 
instruments, signing, lovely melodies in 
pleasant arrangements. Mysterious moods for 
more than just issues like nature, wildlife and 
travel. 
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 208 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 74 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles!

The sound worlds of Indonesia, Thailand, India, 
Japan and China, from the rice field into the 
Mega cities!  Smooth atmospheres, some with 
rhythmic accentuation, relaxing and 
mysteriously. Mildly peppered with exotic 
variations, authentic instruments and voice 
collages! Always embedded into "western" 
harmonies, without cheap sound plates. Go on a  
journey of discovery and experiment with 
contrasting visual impressions!

Highland Musikarchiv Series

Various authentic orchestral instruments, 
classical compositions and sophisticated 
arrangements. Harmonic sonority and large 
instrumentation. Particularly suitable for 
sensitive, historical or manorial topics: forests, 
palaces and castles. The world of the aristocracy 
(but also the forester's cabin). Family stories or 
the field excursion to Venice will meet its 
perfect musical correspondence on this CD. 
With additional title variations, alternative 
arrangements and jingles.

Longing dream journey from Southwest and 
Central Asia through India, Thailand, China and 
Japan. Gentle exotic, gorgeous with a wide range 
of authentic instruments. Fragrances, spices, 
colours and magic: Highly inspiring for travel, 
reportage, multicultural nature and emotion.
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 230 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 125 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and jingles!

ROYALTYfree Audio-CDs, DVDs WAV/MP3*, as of 09/2012

Colours
DVD: 73:10 min
HM32031

Versatile and full of verve with a special 
emphasis on Spanish folklore and music titles 
for landscapes as well as cities. Ideal for travel 
films and documentations.
Total 26 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Classical acoustic instruments, warm sound 
pattern and melancholic-emotional melodies 
for culture, nature, family. Strings, glockenspiel, 
harp, oboe, celesta, piano, cembalo or bassoon 
perform magic on stories with harmony, 
faithfulness and happiness. A yielding and 
outstanding all-purpose collection of diversified 
music for all humanely, delightful and touching 
issues!
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 167 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 60 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles!

Classical Impressions
CD A: 74:00 min
CD B: 74:23 min
HM38231

* CD/DVD booklets and accompanying text information currently only available in German language version.
Please use online ressources at www.highland-musikarchiv.com for English language details

Afrika Vol.1
(Africa Vol.1)
CD A: 74:53 min
CD B: 74:49 min
HM36631

Around the World
CD: 70:31 min
HM31431

Asien Vol.1
(Asia Vol.1)
CD A: 69:38 min
CD B: 76:38 min
HM35031

Blue Water
CD: 71:14 min
HM31731

Attention...
CD: 70:23 min
HM31831

Asien Vol.2
(Asia Vol.2)
CD A: 73:38 min
CD B: 74:57 min
Hm37431

Changes
CD: 72:54 min
HM32431

Lively Percussion, Stegharfe, Mouth Bow and 
much more in a versatile collection. For travel 
films and tourism issues. A magical continent in 
rare and fresh tone colors: original happiness, 
easygoing life and vital cities, desert, safari, and 
wonderful sunsets. Exotic flair for thrilling 
expeditions, adventure and nature experiences. 
Versatile, emotionally positive. Total 162 tracks 
and variations in WAV/MP3 format.

Afrika Vol.2
(Africa Vol.2)
DVD: 197:23 min
HM39331



Highland Musikarchiv Series

Multifunctional CD with several swinging titles. 
generally longer titles plus additional jingles 
and short versions. Additional you find some 
outstanding recordings of birds in the forest.

Frühlingserwachen
(The awakening of spring)
CD: 72:25 min
HM30731

Pure lust for life: harmonic, strong melodies and 
dynamic. Pop, rock, swing and ballads. Refreshing 
guitar, romantic sax and emotional piano. 195 
minutes lively and motivating music for holidays, 
shopping, family, engines and  und leisure, joint 
activities, social commitment. Fits all issues from 
security to adventure. Pick-me-up! 
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 155 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 41 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles!

Grenzenlos 
(Boundary-less)
CD A: 75:00 min
CD B: 76:54 min
HM37631

Timbre-rich, electrifying and harmonic, some 
music titles with strong dynamic increase. With 
a large portion of genuine, acoustic instruments 
(contrabass, guitar, piano, soprano-saxophone) 
this CD particularly captivated by authenticity 
and versatility for dubbing of landscape 
photographs or visionary scenes.

Fantasy
CD: 70:36 min
HM33931

Feelings, dreams, desire! Happiness variants, 
instrumentations and timbres. Positive harmony 
and quite minded melodies with unobtrusive 
rhythm. Shaded compilation in stylistic 
succession of our classics “Traumland” and 
“Sentimental Moods”. From java flavour to 
bedtime sweets: emotional highlights. 98 titles 
incl. jingles and composition variants.

Feelings
CD A: 72:13 min
CD B: 75:15 min
HM35931

Colours, tunes and moods from 14 European 
regions in harmonious arrangements and typic 
melody. Stylistically at ease arranged with 
natural instrumentation (amongst others 
numerous local folk instruments).
Pop, hit and folk songs, dancing melodies and 
relaxed harmonies in variations. 
From Ireland to Bosporus, from Greenland to 
Paris. Bon voyage!

Europa Vol.2
(Europe Vol.2)
CD A: 69:38 min
CD B: 67:13 min
HM36131

Europa Vol.1
(Europe Vol.1)
CD A: 64:07 min
CD B: 65:17 min
HM34731

From Spain to Russia, from Ireland to Turkey: a 
musical journey thru 11 countries. Different 
sound cultures with country specific 
instrumentation. Authentic and versatile 
applicable for all ambitious travel films and 
features.  All titles with dubbing focussed 
arrangement variants, soli and jingles! 
A genuine repository for a journey in sound 
In the old and new Europe.

Regional facets, tone colours and moods. Start 
your musical journey in the west with Spain 
and travel across the Alps and the 
Mediterranean along Scotland, Ireland, 
Scandinavia, Russia and Greece to the east up 
to the Black Sea. Supporting melodies, many 
acoustic instruments, transparent compositions. 
Romantic, harmonious and swaying dances, 
rural melancholia and dreamy moods.
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 138 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 33 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles!

Modern, fast rhythms, hard guitars, rock, 
techno. Dynamic titles for sport, action, industry 
and advertisement.

Energy
CD: 71:46 min
HM32531

Relaxed and harmonic - gentle and melodic. 
Sparkling E-Piano, Harp, acoustic Guitar and 
Piano in sensitive arrangements. Ideal for soft-
focus, romantic, emotional worlds and early 
blossom. Autumn forest or flower field, 
mountains or beach: always under one’s skin. 
Very fertile compilation – juicy and diversified. 
Total 206 tracks in WAV/MP3 format. 

Emotional Moments
DVD: 256:30 min
HM39131

Harmony, peace of mind, sensuality: gorgeous 
flowing music for sundowns, dewdrops and 
elflock-stricken creek in the woods. Agile sound 
with sax, oboe, piano, guitar, vibraphone and 
many more over a delicate sound mesh. 
Sensitive sound pastel for meditation, nature 
and emotion. Inspiring, relaxing, noble. Total 
189 tracks in WAV-/ MP3 format.

The name speaks for itself: swinging, merry, 
harmonic, melodious and sometimes funny. The 
perfect CD for dubbing of films that deal with 
families, children, animals and much more. 
Whether funny scenes in the zoo, the hidden 
camera at home or daddies' attempt to 
assemble furniture - here you find the suitable 
music.

Family
CD: 72:39 min
HM32931

Vol.3

Country specific music titles arrange a journey 
around the world. Many genuine instruments 
like e.g. didgeridoo (Australia), tin whistle 
(Scotland) harmonica (North Sea) or blues harp 
(North America) ensure authenticity of your 
pictures. Music suitable for 5 continents.

Einmal um die Welt
(A trip around the world)
CD: 72:44 min
HM33231

Country specific music titles arrange a journey 
around the world. Many genuine instruments 
like e.g. didgeridoo (Australia), tin whistle 
(Scotland) harmonica (North Sea) or blues harp 
(North America) ensure authenticity of your 
pictures. Music suitable for 5 continents.

Entspannte Zeiten
(Relaxed times)
DVD: 254:24 min
HM37831

Summer, high spirits and grooving with family 
and friends. Easygoing but mature pop-hits and 
dreamy ballades in a fresh happy-sound. 
Multiple wind instruments, different guitar 
sounds, vibraphone, piano and much more. 
Elegant arrangements and natural sound 
patterns with the right drive for hobby, leisure, 
holidays and discoveries of cultivated kind. 
Living is easy! 
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 151 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 48 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles!

Gone to the Beach
CD A: 68:24 min
CD B: 71:37 min
HM38531

Acoustic instruments, unobtrusive sounds and 
arrangements without drums convey peace, 
harmony and relaxation. Ideal for landscapes or 
easeful background. A throughout beautiful, 
melodic CD.

Emotions
CD: 70:03 min
HM31531

Blues, jive, swing, slow waltz, bossa nova, cha-
cha-cha, rumba and much more. Expressive 
tunes, solid light music with jolly swing, 
Caribbean air and nostalgic-romantic moods. 
Perfect for tea dance, fabulous cruise ship or 
beach party, travel, conviviality and galas.

Darf ich bitten...?
(May I have the next dance?)
CD A: 67:09 min
CD B: 65:27 min
HM36531

Blues, jive, swing, slow waltz, bossa nova, cha-
cha-cha, rumba and much more. Expressive 
tunes, solid light music with jolly swing, 
Caribbean air and nostalgic-romantic moods. 
Perfect for tea dance, fabulous cruise ship or 
beach party, travel, conviviality and galas.



Highland Musikarchiv Series

Multifaceted style-mix from the musical regions 
and history of North America. Ragtime, blues, 
rock, country peppered with a touch of tribal 
music. With the Greyhound from Tennessee to 
L.A., from the Grand Canyon to Hollywood. 
Many acoustic instruments. 13 titles (+86 cuts), 
versatile usable for journey, leisure, nature.

Nordamerika Vol.1
(North America Vol.1)
CD A: 70:51 min
CD B: 70:59 min
HM35731

No Limits
CD A: 60:08 min
CD B: 68:59 min
HM34531

Funk and rock, gripping e-guitars and dominant 
bass. Full powered and dynamic for all films 
with speed and action. This CD brings back 
summer. On the salt lake we go for speed 
record, the Harley brings us to the open air 
festival and later join the rave. Power station 
and popcorn, high speed train and motorway. 
Very effective material, additional power to your 
pictures!

Various titles with a duration of about 10 min 
each are particularly suitable for easy dubbing 
without laborious cutting of the music. This 
rather tranquil DVD is enriched by some catchy, 
shorter music tracks.
Total15 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Night and Day
DVD: 74:12 min
HM30431

Modern, variedly and full of verve. Including a 
genuine thriller music and over 150 musical 
gags and noises. Uniquely and unsurpassed!

Music, Tricks + Gags
CD: 72:14 min
HM31631

A large spectrum of style variations and sound 
characteristics can be found on this CD. 
Whether it is about America, Ireland or 
vacation, sun and family. Genuine cello, blues 
harp or guitar: highest quality by outstanding 
production fulfils all needs of dubbing.

Magic World
CD: 71:40 min
HM30331

Island of Dreams
DVD: 74:05 min
HM30531

Summers, sun and vacation are the focal point 
of this feeling-good DVD. Beautiful melodies, 
pleasant harmonies and swinging rhythms 
accompany you to the most different 
destinations. Whether Germany or Spain, 
Scandinavia or Asia, this DVD offers the right 
sound for the arrangement of your vacation or 
travel pictures.
Total 15 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Varied CD with many harmonious music titles 
and joyful – however not dominant - rhythms. 
Including three shorter compositions with 
ethnic sounds from the Middle East.

Images
CD: 72:00 min
HM32731

Vacation, sun and fun. Music for the most 
beautiful time of the year. Relaxed, happy and 
catchy. Suitable for travel topics as for private 
summer pictures, play and fun.

Holidays
CD: 72:30 min
HM32231

Spiritual music for landscapes, churches and 
castles and all other topics in context with 
heaven and earth. Harmonic, melodic and 
dreamy. You find choir singing as well as 
church organ, piano, guitar and flute.

Heaven and Earth
CD: 72:19 min
HM33031

Turbulent, adventurous, awesome: an 
inexhaustible treasure trove for video, science-
fiction and cartoon. Hundreds of sound-effects, 
brief accents and sound cascades for titles, 
interspersed effects and surprises of all kind. 
Acoustic chilli from the land of trolls, space 
travellers, flying saucepans and crazy dithering 
tube monsters. Get the marble rolling!
Total 356 tracks in WAV-/MP3 format

Murmelbahn Vol.1
(Marble Run Vol.1)

DVD: 78:11 min
HM38731

Over 2 hours pleasant summer music with 
trumpet, guitar and marimba. Pop-song 
arrangements, lively and harmoniously. 
A moving journey plus additional excursions 
into the Caribbean, Capri romantic and the 
Alps. Melody is key: “Gemütlichkeit”, cocktails 
at the beach and pineapple-punch on the 
balcony - life is beautiful!

Have A Nice Holiday!
CD A: 65:48 min
CD B: 68:27 min
HM35231

Ragtime, country, folk, blues and rock: 
authentic, sentimental and hands-on titles for 
all outdoor issues, automotive, travel and 
breathtaking landscapes. Different ambiences 
with an assured sense of style by blues harp, 
dobro, steel guitar and piano. Wheels up for 
Death Valley, Las Vegas, Arizona, Louisiana. 
Sounds for itchy feet, desire and BBQ. Incl. 
bonus-DVD (total 118 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format).

Nordamerika Vol.2
(North America Vol.2)
CD A: 75:35 min
CD B: 78:45 min
HM38831

Festive sounds with genuine solo trumpet and 
solo trombone. Music titles for landscapes and 
family films form a contrast to military drums 
and drum rolls. A broad spectrum, which should 
not be missing in any archive.

Harvest
CD: 76:24 min
HM30931

On this CD you won't find neither drums nor 
intrusive rhythm instruments. Over 70 min of 
harmonic music titles with beautiful melodies 
for dubbing of landscape films. Unobtrusive 
sounds, atmospheric depth and width and 
opening melodies supply the adequate music to 
your films.

Harmony
CD: 70:01 min
HM32831

Modern, fresh sound pattern with creative 
combinations of instrumentation: sometimes 
cool, sometimes romantic. Always pleasant and 
positive. An almost inexhaustible source of 
sound for relaxation, farewell, joy, excitement, 
erotic, cities, industry, art, landscape, 
advertising, wellness, natural phenomena and 
much more. Atmospheric and colourful as a 
spring meadow!
Total 201 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Moments
DVD: 277:44 min
Hm39831



Highland Musikarchiv Series

Versatility is the key! Positive emotional melody 
lines for travel, excitement, nature, culture, 
emotion and romance. Ideal universal tool with 
polychrome, diversified titles, in mostly airy, 
natural sound and interesting extras. Mature 
harmonious composition with convenience 
factor: Ready for almost every genre! Total 109 
tracks and variations in WAV/MP3 format.

Take A Picture
DVD: 162:56 min
HM39531

Summer hits, with French accordion and a 
genuine pan pipe: creates holiday mood for 
most different travel films. Fun-music! Nature 
recordings of the sea without annoying 
background noises as bonus track.

Summer Romance
CD: 74:43 min
HM30831

Magical musical stories from Arabian Nights, 
jazzy and classic. A calm CD with timeless and 
versatile music titles. Orchestral, mysterious, 
diverse and sometimes unusual.

Stories
CD: 70:09 min
HM32131

Trailers, jingles and moving title melodies are 
the core of this CD. Hard and modern titles are 
supplemented by some merry and calm pieces. 
Suitable for sport, industry as well as current 
topics.

Starting Off
CD: 68:32 min
HM31231

Versatile and diversified, momentumful but 
never overbearing. Melodic and harmonic 
rhythms for dubbing of any city pictures. All-
purpose material, suitable for wooden laced 
framework houses in a small town up to the 
large city.

Stadtansichten
(City Views)
CD: 70:16 min
HM33731

Continuously a speedy and dynamic CD with 
many rocking and driving music titles. Hard, 
distorted guitars are used in many titles. Thus 
the CD is particularly well suitable for topics 
such as freedom, active leisure activities and 
North America.

Sport und Abenteuer
(Sport and Adventure)
CD: 72:59 min
HM33831

Many diversified summer-music titles. Not 
limited to certain countries. Beautiful melodies 
and harmonies with relaxed but stil driving and  
momentumful rhythms, in addition some 
emotional dreamy music pieces for evening 
ambiance and the sunset.

Sommerzeit
(Summertime)
CD: 72:59 min
HM33431

Pop, Reggae, hits and dance music for holidays, 
hobby and spare time. Always colourful, alive 
and easygoing. Whether for the Caribbean, the 
Baltic Sea, a cruise ship or your own front 
garden, lots of unbiased “great-time-music” for 
family, kids, happiness and holidays. Acoustic 
summer journey with happy melodies and 
harmonious arrangements for the most precious 
moments in life.

Sommer, Sonne, Strand...
(Summer, sun, beach...)

CD A: 65:25 min, 
CD B: 69:09 min
HM36331

No drums and no dominant rhythmic 
instruments. Just beautiful melodies, warm 
sounds and harmony. Ideal for landscapes, 
relaxation and just listening. The most popular 
CD of Highland Musikarchiv!

Silent Moves
CD: 72:21 min
HM31131

Outstanding suitable for all winter issues. 
Ongoing and contemplative lika a long winters 
night in unspoiled nature. Positive, relaxing and 
dreamful. The music aims directly at the mind: 
predominantly contemplative, calmly arranged 
titles, unobtrusive rhythms and many acoustic 
instruments. Folksy, somewhat popular, always 
melodic and emotional. Altogether 92 titles on 
2 CDs.  

Sentimental Moods
CD A: 70:39 min
CD B: 74:47 min
HM34831

A relaxing CD with beautiful music titles for all 
types of landscapes. Whether the North Sea, the 
depths of the oceans or winter landscapes: 
this CD you will use again and again.

Seasons
CD: 72:00 min
HM30631

Elegant musing and lost in thought nostalgia in 
carried tempi and without drums. Throughout 
imperturbable, sensitive tunes with panpipe, 
trumpet, sax etc. Much harmony, romance, 
feelings and relaxation. For idylls of all kind, 
nature films, family and small town stories. 
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 282 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 176 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles! 

Romantic Dreams
CD A: 71:40 min
CD B: 70:55 min
HM36831

15 titles plus many variations, jingles and 
flexible ready-to-use arrangements. From very 
emotional, sensitive sounds to the authentic TV-
series trailer. Perfect for travel documentations 
from home or abroad. A professional sound 
construction kit, which invites you to 
experiment!

Pictures
CD A: 60:50 min
CD B: 62:50 min
HM34131

Motion, dynamic and rhythm dominate this CD. 
The multi-purpose music titles are particularly 
suitable for technology, industry, sport and 
multimedia application. The 15 titles are 
enriched by 25 associated short versions and 
jingles.

Technology
and Motion
CD: 73:10 min
HM33631

Modern sounds and rhythms alternate with 
solemn music and relaxing melodies. A versatile 
CD for a wide range of topics. A melody of 
different guitars play a dominant role.

On Air
CD: 70:12 min
HM31931



Highland Musikarchiv Series

All titles are very harmonic - somewhere 
between "folky" and pop-song. Wintry and cosy, 
suitable for Christmas and candle lights. 
Trumpets, flutes, harps and concert guitars 
flatter themselves directly into the heart. A mix 
of calmer and more animated compositions for 
all topics.

Winterwunderland
CD A: 64:24 min
CD B: 62:15 min
HM34431

Main characteristics of this DVD are contem-
plation, day-dreaming and festivity. Classical 
instrumentation, catchy melodies and 
harmonious sound are supplemented by a 
Bonus track of high-quality nature recording 
of a thunderstorm with rain.
Total 16 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Winter
DVD: 70:25 min
HM31331

This ideal starter-CD is a multi-faceted 
compilation. It offers a variety of different 
music styles. From the momentumful Waltz over 
hard, modern titles up to acoustic guitar and 
piano pieces.

Visions of Music
CD: 71:30 min
HM30131

Beautiful, harmonious CD for day-dreaming and 
relaxing. Especially suitable for different 
landscape pictures. Long melodic acoustic arcs 
and pleasant harmonies ensure a throughout 
positive atmosphere. Music for a better world. 
Emotional and happy!

Traumland
CD: 71:13 min
HM33531

Dreams, hopes, small and large feelings. For 
stories from the ski hut or Desert Springs, from 
the Loveboat or the shrimp cutter. Romantic 
and inspiring titles with piano melodies, oboes, 
guitars and other acoustic instruments. This CD 
a multiplicity of different dynamic and inspiring 
titles with many additional jingles and 
variations.

Traumfabrik
(Dream Factory)
CD A: 71:22 min
CD B: 66:27 min
HM34631

A great all-purpose dubbing CD for a most 
different range of topics. Whether a 
harmonious-dreamy transverse flute, a 
momentumful pop-song or a melancholic 
saxophone. A diverse use of natural instruments 
make this CD a genuine highlight.

Time and Space
CD: 76:31 min
HM30231



Production Music Series

Stylistic versatile compositions et al. with guitars, 
piano and wind instruments. Unobtrusive  grooves. 
Rhythm & Blues, chill-out, easy/ruminant or 
technical/cool. Vividly and sensitive, melodious 
elaborated or subtile-enigmatic. Excellent for 
landscapes, industry, people, society, tourism, 
transport, history, nature phenomena. Plenty of air to 
breath: duration up to 10 min!
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 89 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 40 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and jingles!

Production Music Vol.9
CD A: 77:12 min
CD B: 77:22 min
HM37731

Gripping up-tempo music with strong drum 
grooves, synthesizer and electric guitar. 
Contemporary dynamic competence with fresh-
solid driving sound. Fresh energy for 
advertisement, industry, transport and services. 
10 main titles (+ extended version, min. 8 min). 
Altogether 58 cuts. 
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 205 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 147 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles! 

Production Music Vol.7
CD A: 75:27 min
CD B: 75:58 min
HM36931

Harmonic, dynamic, positive. Cool congeniality 
for fashion, technology, sport, landscape and 
emotional topics. Ready-to-use material for all 
cinematic applications. Wallow, dream and get 
carried away ! 
10 main titles (extended version, min. 8 min). 
Altogether 49 cuts.

Production Music Vol.4
CD A: 76:18 min
CD B: 75:03 min
HM35831

Rock guitar, bass, drums and a dash of 
synthesizer. Straight and fast music for tough 
guys, cars, leisure, sports, dynamic etc. 
Motivating, hands-on and targeted. Ready-to-
use arrangements for effective dubbing. So far 
the toughest and most dynamic CD in this series.
10 main titles (extended version, min. 8 min). 
Altogether 59 cuts.

Production Music Vol.5
CD A: 76:43 min
CD B: 76:14 min
HM36031

Elegance, beauty and und emotions: 
contemporary relaxing arrangements with many 
emotionale facets. Love, tenderness und 
eroticism in perceptive melodies mit saxophone, 
Vibraphone und panpipes.
Reverie in the back light, romantic fantasies and 
reminiscences at the open fire. 
10 main titles (extended version, min. 8 min). 
Altogether 51 cuts.

Production Music Vol.6
CD A: 75:37 min
CD B: 76:06 min
HM36431

Mature, relaxed, flowing: Slow-moves and 
sentimental elegance for travel, fashion, 
technology and enjoying observation. Soft 
harmony changes, cautious melodic, unobtrusive 
continuous grooves. From global market to cloud 
factory: state of the art, detailed, international, 
vast versatilely! Duration up to 10 min
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 124 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 63 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles! 

Production Music Vol.8
CD A: 76:51 min
CD B: 77:11 min
HM37531

Up-to-date rock and pop sound with electric 
guitar melodies and strong drum groove. 
Somewhat ventures and experimental sound 
profile: whether it has to be pop or ballad, 
technical or strong, cool or légère. 
10 main titles (extended version, min. 8 min). 
Altogether 47 cuts.

Production Music Vol.3
CD A: 75:15 min
CD B: 76:45 min
HM35631

Professional productivity: differentiated track 
duration with extended version of up to 10 min 
in an up-to-date pop-sound! Chill-out, blues and 
rock for effective professional dubbing in 
different prevailing moods: sporty, romantic or 
tension. Diversified compositions, ready-to-use 
without cutting. Perfect for time-saving and 
effective dubbing!
10 main titles (extended version, min. 8 min). 
Altogether 44 cuts.

Production Music Vol.1
CD A: 76:21 min
CD B: 76:21 min
HM35131

Dubbing soundtracks ready-to-use: long 
versions, jingles and cuts without processing 
necessity. Sound drum grooves create the basis. 
Electric guitar, flute and synthesizer build up 
tension arcs. Just the right thing for all actual 
issues: people, technology, sport. Emotional, 
sensitive but also hands-on.
10 main titles (extended version, min. 8 min). 
Altogether 52 cuts.

Production Music Vol.2
CD A: 75:54 min
CD B: 76:17 min
HM35331



Tracks, Loops, Jingles & More Series

19 versatile titles for nature and technology, 
hobby, travel, sports. Sunday idyll or mega 
event, airport or Rhinegold.
On top an inspiring mega construction kit on 
the bonus DVD with almost 700 variations, 
loops and jingles!
Creative, hands-on, up to date, expressive and 
diversified. Our Swiss knife for dubbing: 
indispensable!

Tracks, Loops, 
Jingles & More Vol.1
Double-CD
CD A: 64:14 min, CD B: 51:45 min
HM37931

Very versatile titles in dense, up-to-date 
arrangements with changing grooves. Some 
hands-on, some sophisticated, some emotional, 
dynamic or sovereign flowing. Interesting 
arrangements in pleasant mix of natural 
instruments and contemporary synthesizer 
sounds. Always long durations plus practical 
variations. Each title ready-to-use, professional 
and expressive. A fully-fledged collection for 
almost any subject! Total 102 tracks in 
WAV/MP3 format. 

Production Music Vol.13

HM39231
DVD: 187:08 min

Production Music Series

Composed modern but emotional music for 
wellness, nature, landscape, autumn, fashion, 
affectionate details, submersion or chill-out. 
Discreet rhythmised with percussion and drums. 
Subtle and dense arrangements increase panache 
of atmospheric (even lengthy) picture spreads. All 
titles with extended version. Congenial, 
professional and cool. Just play!
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 93 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 43 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and jingles! 

Production Music Vol.10
CD A: 74:27 min
CD B: 73:10 min
HM38131

"Sequel" of Production Music Vol.6: Soft-elegant 
band arrangements with continuous grooves. Fast 
results and more time for creativity. Smoothly, 
sericeous, full of life and persistent. Perfect for all 
beautiful of this world. Sexy music sells movies.
Total 135 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Production Music Vol.11

HM38431
DVD: 272:26 min

Composed, sensual, multifaceted, positive, harmonic: 
an exciting and ready to use collection for close-ups, 
people, family, wellness and much more. Relaxed, 
multicoloured music with autumnal-emotional 
character with sax and many different 
instrumentations. Carried and medium-speed 
grooves. Universal, effective and longer play time.
Total 93 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Production Music Vol.12

HM38931
DVD: 214:45 min

Hundreds of varied grooves, melodies and 
backgrounds in contemporary instrumentation. 
Gripping, but not intrusive. Modern, funky and a 
lot of rhythm. Conclusive arranged with 
interesting exotic appeal. Tension, dynamic and 
fresh sounds for men's issues, car, travel, 
vacation, leisure and science. Extensively 
processed collection with many arrangement 
varaition: a virtually inexhaustible resource 
pack for all applications in film dubbing. Total 
502 tracks and variations in WAV/MP3 format. 

Tracks, Loops, 
Jingles & More Vol.2
Double-CD
CD A: 64:14 min, CD B: 51:45 min
HM37931

The most versatile collection to date of our 
Tracks, Loops ... Series! Harmonious, motivating, 
multicolored: Cosy and funky, soothing or 
invigorating. An inspiring musical fund to all 
the joys and perils of everyday life, travel, 
family, leisure, culture and technology.
Varied arrangements with small treats 
(Prepared Piano, Effect Drums and sound 
installations). Many sparkling guitars and fuzzy 
bass, spiced with fine solo piano, deep 
relaxation and a touch of rock.
Effective multi-vitamin injection for broad 
range of applications! Total 409 tracks in 
WAV/MP3 format. 

Tracks, Loops, 
Jingles & More Vol.3

HM40031
DVD: 239:19 min



Synthetic sound dimensions, no clear rhythmic 
pattern, very open and experimental. Many 
additional synthetic effects and sounds to 
create very emotional tendencies such as fear 
and threat. No beautiful harmonies or melodies.
Total 42 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

A large selection of predominantly calm, 
synthetic atmospheres and sound surfaces.
For arrangement of flowing transitions or cross 
fades and for the amplification of emotions. Also 
excellent for unobtrusive background.

Backgrounds Vol.1
DVD: 71:01 min
HM32331

Backgrounds Vol.3
CD: 70:01 min
HM33331

Sound installations, technical sounds, effects, 
experimental sounds, synthetic atmospheres, 
genuine underwater noises (regulator!). 
Versatile background sounds.

Backgrounds Vol.2
CD: 72:42 min
HM32631

Focus of this CD are 20 harmonic and 
sometimes exceptional atmospheres. Suitable to 
create or strengthened either peaceful or 
menacing scenarios. In addition you find a 
number of strange sounds and some interesting 
rhythmic effects.

Backgrounds Vol.4
CD: 72:25 min
HM34031

Many subliminal cloudy atmospheres plus 
dominant effect sounds. Excellent for 
underwater pictures, science-fiction and 
psychological topics. Suitable for subtle 
emotional effects and dramatic pictures.  
Create soundtracks from euphoria to bleakness, 
tell of paramecium or cosmic radiation...

Backgrounds Vol.5
CD: 72:25 min
HM34331

Mainly laminar sound worlds with a suggestive 
character. The emphasis is on synthetic-cloudy 
titles, but altogether somewhat less 
experimental than Backgrounds Vol. 1-5. More 
natural instruments like piano and guitars.
56 titles on 2 CDs: harmonious atmospheres, 
rhythmic sounds and unusual atmospheres.

Backgrounds Vol.6
CD A: 61:01 min
CD B: 62:01 min
HM34931

Backgrounds Series

Effective sound fabrics: music by plains, waves, 
foam and pearls. Tonal universes to drown in, 
dive in and breath through. Detached floating, 
swimming - water, miracles, worlds, explorers, 
soul-heroes, discoverers of sunken treasures! 
Exciting, creative, mysterious, suggestive. With 
a hint of exotic touch. BTW: ever heard a 
waterphone before?
Total 107 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Backgrounds Vol.10
DVD: 287:08 min
HM38331

65 most diverse suggestive and impressive 
sound atmospheres. Perfect to structure tension 
and emotional colouring. Excellent for drama, 
dynamics, relaxation, meditation, polished 
coolness, euphoric technology and threatening 
nature. Inspiring discovery journey for sound 
seeker! The indispensable spice-shelve for each 
creative dubbing kitchen!

Backgrounds Vol.7
CD A: 67:02 min
CD B: 69:47 min
HM35531

Long forgotten instruments revived! Musical 
glasses, glass harmonica, verrophone and pearly 
vibraphone provide strange, deep relaxing or 
emotionaly suggestive sound. Versatile  
arrangements produce filigree, floating or  
streaming sound textures. Ideal for nature, 
diving, mystery and fascination.
Unique and inspiring!

Backgrounds Vol.8
CD A: 72:08 min
CD B: 67:58 min
HM36231

Experimental timbre, atmospheres, spatial and 
vocal effects: 17 subtle sound carpets in open 
harmonic structure. Melody fragments charged 
with ethereous flute or piano. With rhythm only 
implied, these background sounds suite joyful 
divers, courageous discoverers as well as 
emotional pioneers. Thrilling, emotional, 
positive. Indispensable!
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 74 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 6 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles!

Backgrounds Vol.9
CD A: 77:53 min
CD B: 77:07 min
HM37231

Suggestive atmospheres with lithophone, 
synthesizer und mysterious piano. Respiring, 
swimming, flowing, diving and just gliding 
straight to the sub consciousness. Divers 
compilation for mystic, wellness, fairy tales, 
psychology and dream sequences: this sound 
draws unknown worlds to be discovered .
Total 75 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Backgrounds Vol.11
DVD: 280:42 min
HM39031

Forgotten treasures hidden beauty and 
enchanted worlds with broad horizon:
suggestive material for fantasy, fairy tales and 
magic, distant dream and exhilaration. Almost
everything breathing, spacious and mysterious.
Acoustic distance travel to paradise, uplands and 
other higher spheres. Narrative arrangements 
with glistering sprinkles, angel melodies and 
volatile odors from the Orient. Soft flowing or in 
a finely dosed rhythms with exotic flair.
This music CREATES images.
Total 55 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

Backgrounds Vol.12
DVD: 178:03 min
HM39931



BEST OF... Series

Only the best hard and modern titles from the 
first 21 Highland Musikarchiv-CDs. In addition 
four new titles, varying versions and jingles.
Total 27 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

BEST OF
Action Vol.1
DVD: 73:17 min
HM67101

A colourful show bag for happy everyday family 
life and its twists. Easy-going and cheerful for 
tinkering, playing, exercises and lumbering. Fun 
is the key. Airy and merrily arrangements with  
marimba, accordion, piano, guitars, flutes, 
music boxes and bells. The lacing of good mood 
for your family films!

BEST OF
Familie Vol.1
(BEST OF Family Vol.1)
CD: 75:27 min
HM67901

Pipe organ, trumpet, harp, strings and many 
more acoustic instruments magically escort 
visions in white, pink and azure. 
From the ceremony to the feast: sublime 
solemnness, plain tradition and pleasant 
reminiscence of noble times. Heavenly, 
romantic and genuine: a basic module for your 
sound archive! 
Total 62 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

BEST OF
Hochzeit Vol.1
(BEST OF Wedding Vol.1)
DVD: 111:23 min
HM68001

Piano Series

Piano Vol.1
CD A: 76:07 min
CD B: 71:59 min
HM36731

Piano Vol.2
CD A: 75:03 min
CD B: 72:54 min
HM37031

Subtle nuances and far ranging melody lines for 
all emotional pictures. Far more dynamic than 
“Piano Vol.1”. Pure, magic and elegant. For 
family and kids, art and culture, city and region, 
hobby and gardening. 
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 301 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 204 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles! 

Piano solo! Sometimes it’s not the broad 
arrangement but the pure emotional sound of a 
sensitive played piano that fascinates most. 
Nostalgia, sensation, gentle feelings and subtle 
emotions. Filigree to romantic – dreamy and 
absorbed in thought. Ballads, musing, bar tunes a 
hint of jazz and classic. 
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 208 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 132 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles!

Piano Vol.3
CD A: 78:21 min
CD B: 76:17 min
HM37331

Airy solo-piano with direct emotional power: 12 
new titles with fully composed melody lines in 
popular-traditional harmony frames. Narrative 
ballades and sensitive songs. Catchy, authentic 
or easygoing. Ideal for timeless art and culture 
issues, social theme worlds, nature and emotion, 
shadow and light. 
Incl. bonus-DVD (total 258 tracks in WAV / MP3 
format): 151 additional title variations, 
complementary/varying arrangements and 
jingles!

Piano Vol.4
DVD: 333:79 min
HM38631

Lyric impressions on solo piano with an emotional 
focus and contemplative relaxed ambience base. 
Airy melodies by dreamy accords or dramatic 
arpeggios. Outstanding effective material for all 
illustrious in nature, art, culture and literature. 
Complemented with many varying arrangements 
with additional instruments. Elegant, harmonic, 
always with the necessary depth. The ideal 
companion for all issues with a human touch, 
psychology, compassion and gentle persuasion. 
Total 240 tracks in WAV-/MP3 format.

Piano Vol.5
DVD: 335:06 min
HM39431

Very versatile titles in dense, up-to-date 
arrangements with changing grooves.Musical 
intensity, emotional charisma and distinct melodics: 
romantic ballads, jazzy, delicate melody lines and 
impressions with classic flair. For composed photo 
spreads, close-ups, romantic refections and the 
emotional universe in a rainbow of colors. Subtle, 
clear sound with immediate effect. More than 5(!) 
hours of sparkling, flattering, pure music with lots 
of character for lead casts and masterpieces! Total 
187 tracks and variations in WAV/MP3 format.

Piano Vol.6
DVD: 285:35 min
HM39631

Musically passionate and "pianistic" recorded 
impressions with solo piano. Many quiet, intense 
melodies and upbeat dance pieces. The subjective 
sound small distance and immediacy of the solo 
piano is ideal for intense emotional film narratives 
and all social and human. Nostalgic look back, 
sense of home, history and culture of beautiful 
things to live and breathe on, just as romantic and 
nature themes. Total 195 tracks and variations (plus 
advanced instrumentation) in WAV/MP3 format.

Piano Vol.7
DVD: 220:53 min
HM40131

Solo piano at its Best! Quiet-intensive, intimate and 
emotional moods, voluptuous or introverted, 
euphoric or pondering. Timeless, harmonious, 
sometimes slightly jazzy but always melodious 
etudes and ballades for stunning images of nature 
and all human-emotional issues. Mainly autumnal-
atmospheric compositions for nostalgia, history and 
culture, hidden idylls, reclusive artist, magic 
moments and memories. A likeable DVD for 
listening: clouds move, eyes wander and time stops. 
Total 150 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.



BEST OF... Series

An excellent selection of harmonic and melodic 
titles for landscape pictures. All titles already 
published on previous Highland Musikarchiv 
CDs. Particularly well suitable for landscapes in 
Europe.

BEST OF Musik für 
Landschaften Vol.1
(BEST OF Music for Landscapes 
Vol.1),  CD: 73:37 min
HM67301

Exclusively calm, melodic titles. Excellent for 
dubbing of landscape photography. Many titles 
with long track duration for additional 
atmospheric gain in combination with your 
beautiful pictures. Harmoniously and emotional.

BEST OF Musik für 
Landschaften Vol.2
(BEST OF Music for Landscapes 
Vol.2), CD: 73:44 min
HM67601

Laminar, mystic and atmospheric sounds and 
compositions, many with longer track duration 
togive room for creative dubbing. Dive into this 
sound ocean! The varying sound character 
makes this CD as well suitable for any ashore 
pictures. Experiment with vast combinations!

BEST OF  Musik für 
Unterwasser Vol.1
(BEST OF Music for Underwater 
Vol.1), CD: 74:26 min
HM67801

The most popular cheerful titles from Highland 
Musikarchiv. Throughout momentumful CD for 
pictures of the most beautiful time of the year. 
Catchy melodies and pleasant harmonies 
together with casual rhythms for vacation, 
family and leisure.

M u s i k a r c h i v
Highland
Keplerstr. 6
34233 Fuldatal
Germany

tel.: ++49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 72
fax: ++49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 69

www.highland-musikarchiv.com
E-Mail: info@highland-musikarchiv.com

Flickering atmospheres, mystic sound canvas 
and loads of suspense, fantasy and inspiration. 
Acoustic surprises and rare instruments – all 
very suitable for above-water issues as well, like 
fashion, science, gliding and extreme 
landscapes. The right music for sound-horizon 
conquerors. Total 70 tracks in WAV/MP3 
format. 

BEST OF  Musik für 
Unterwasser Vol.2
(BEST OF Music for Underwater 
Vol.2), DVD: 170:37 min
HM68301

Finally sunny: pack rubber boat, BBQ and boccia 
bowls and off it goes! RV, caravan or family 
tent: summer’s here! And this is the appropriate 
music: pop, high spirits, cheerful songs. 
Easygoing, harmonic and congenial. Varying 
lively melodies for holidays, hobby, nature and 
beach. There’s a lot to discover and the journey 
already starts with listening!
Total 71 tracks in WAV-/MP3 format.

BEST OF
Reisemobil Vol.1
(BEST OF Campmobile Vol.1) 

DVD: 123:25 min
HM68101

Over 5 hours of real sounds and original 
atmospheres in professional quality. An 
enormous collection of sounds including nature, 
animals, effects, house and living, building, 
automotive, motorcycle, airplane, ship as well as 
special effects for humour, suspense and 
fantasy. Indispensably!

Geräusche u. Sounds 
für Videofilmer
(Sound effects for film authors), 
4 CD set
0300707

Sound effects 4 CD Set

Feel-good music for dream cars and 
motorcycles, rally and agility test. Tasteful 
nostalgic flair for maiden voyages, and old 
warhorses, hobby room and for cross-country 
trip. Many acoustic instruments and well-mixed 
arrangements: jazz, blues, country, always with 
a wink and for the sheer fun of it. Weatherproof 
titles for hobby, vacation, leisure and travel. An 
audible gull-wing with wooden interior, wire 
wheels and chrome in the right spot! Total 88 
tracks and variations in WAV/MP3 format.

BEST OF  
Urlaubsstimmung Vol.1
(BEST OF holidays Vol.1), 
CD: 74:12 min
HM67501

BEST OF
Oldtimer Vol.1
(BEST OF classic cars Vol.1)

DVD: 132:08 min
HM68401

Technical titles for industrial films - unobtrusive 
backgrounds or disaggregation. A cruise 
through the first 14 Highland Musikarchiv-CDs. 
In addition 4 new titles, many new versions and 
jingles.

BEST OF
Industrial Music Vol.1
CD: 72:46 min
HM67201

54 new jingles (37:10 min), the best jingles from 
already published CDs (25:36 min) as well as a 
special collection of 70 rock guitar riffs and soli 
(8:58min). Excellent collection for dynamic title 
melodies, trailers and title inserts. 
98 titles/versions plus 70 guitar variations.

BEST OF Jingles Vol.1
CD: 71:44 min
HM67701

The jolly part of wedding day: a colourful 
bouquet of unforgettable melodies in between 
Frankenwein and coco-cocktail. Sultry South-
American rhythms, longing slow dances. 
Cheerful swinging romantic and party feeling, 
garden party atmosphere, ladies' choice and – 
last but not least – Waltz!
Total 86 tracks in WAV/MP3 format.

BEST OF
Hochzeit Vol.2
(BEST OF Wedding Vol.2)

DVD: 126:45 min
HM68201



BEST OF... Series per CD/DVD 230,-  *

Per CD/DVD 199,-
3/4 CDs/DVDs: each 170,-
5-9 CDs/DVDs: each 150,-

10-19 CDs/DVDs: each 138,-
20+ CDs/DVDs: each 125,-

*
*
*
*
*

Please tick requested 

CD(s)/DVD(s) below:

I want the licence
for commercial use
for the marked
CD(s)/DVD(s)

Licencing

fax: +49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 69 tel.: +49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 72

All orders subject to our General Terms & Conditions
*All prices excluding VAT

I want the commercial licence for the 
following titles:

Title, each 75,-

Subscription 60,-   */month
Please use separate order form
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tel.                                                            fax

Street / n°
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 Purchaser details 

Date                                                Signature

Please send me 
an invoice

Method of payment:

Bank name

Account n°                                                            BLZ

Customer number (if available)

*

Send back by fax or mail to:

Highland Musikarchiv
Keplerstr. 6
34233 Fuldatal
Germany

Automatic debit -
please state account details below
(only accounts in Germany)

Company name

Highland Musikarchiv Series
M u s i k a r c h i v
Highland

Action Vol.1

Familie Vol.1

Hochzeit Vol.1

Hochzeit Vol.2

Industrial Music Vol.1

Jingles Vol.1

Musik f. Landschaften Vol.1

Piano Vol.1

Piano Vol.2

Piano Vol.3

Musik f. Landschaften Vol.2

Oldtimer Vol.1

Musik für Unterwasser Vol.1

Musik für Unterwasser Vol.2

Reisemobil Vol.1

Urlaubsstimmung Vol.1

Piano Vol.4

Piano Vol.5

Piano Vol.6

Piano Vol.7

Tracks, Loops, .... Vol.1

Tracks, Loops, .... Vol.2

Tracks, Loops, .... Vol.3

Production Music Vol.1

Production Music Vol.2

Production Music Vol.3

Production Music Vol.4

Production Music Vol.5

Production Music Vol.6

Production Music Vol.7

Production Music Vol.8

Production Music Vol.9

Production Music Vol.10

Production Music Vol.11

Production Music Vol.12

Production Music Vol.13

Backgrounds Vol.1

Backgrounds Vol.2

Backgrounds Vol.3

Backgrounds Vol.4

Backgrounds Vol.5

Backgrounds Vol.6

Backgrounds Vol.7

Backgrounds Vol.8

Backgrounds Vol.9

Backgrounds Vol.10

Backgrounds Vol.11

Backgrounds Vol.12

Afrika Vol.1

Afrika Vol.2

Around the World

Asien Vol.1

Asien Vol.2

Attention...

Blue Water

Changes

City Grooves

Classical Dreams

Classical Impressions

Classical Melodies

Classical Moments

Colours

Communication

Darf ich bitten...?

Einmal um die Welt

Emotional Moments

Emotions

Energy

Entspannte Zeiten

Europa Vol.1

Europa Vol.2

Europa Vol.3

Family

Fantasy

Feelings

Frühlingserwachen

Gone to the Beach

Grenzenlos

Harmony

Harvest

Have A Nice Holiday!

Heaven and Earth

Holidays

Images

Island of Dreams

Magic World

Moments

Murmelbahn Vol.1

Music, Tricks + Gags

Night and Day

No Limits

Nordamerika Vol.1

Nordamerika Vol.2

On Air

Pictures

Seasons

Sentimental Moods

Silent Moves

Romantic Dreams

Sommer, Sonne, Strand...

Sommerzeit

Sport und Abenteuer

Stadtansichten

Starting Off

Stories

Summer Romance

Take A Picture

Technology + Motion

Time and Space

Traumfabrik

Traumland

Visions of Music

Winter

Winterwunderland

I want the commercial licence for the
following production (production title):

*ProductionFlatrate 300,-

Please state name/title of your production

Piano SeriesTracks, Loops, Jingles
& More Series

Production Music Series Backgrounds Series





I order the Highland Musikarchiv commercial 
subscription for 60,-    (excluding VAT) 
per month.

Minimum duration of the subscription is 
2 years. After the second year I may 
terminate the subscription at any time 
(effective end of month).

The subscription includes all CDs/DVDs 
released under the label Highland Musikarchiv 
as well as all new CD/DVD releases (min. 
6/year) including commercial rights of use and 
stage rights.

All rights remain in force for productions 
finalised during the subscription period even if 
the subscription is terminated.

I may, after termination of the subscription, 
acquire a permanent licence for commercial 
use by payment of calculated declining 
balance.

As bonus for new subscription you receive 
the 4 CD set “Sound effects for film authors”.

Yes!

Subscription order form

 “Sound effects for film authors”. 
(4 CD set)

Bonus

Post code                              City

Country

tel.                                                            fax

Street / n°

Contact name

 Purchaser details 

Please send me 
an invoice

Method of payment:

Bank name

Account n°                                                            BLZ

Customer number (if available)

Automatic debit -
please state account details below
(only accounts in Germany) Company name

Date                                                Signature

Date                                                Signature

I understand that I can cancel this subscription in writing to Highland Musikarchiv within 10 days 
after sending this order. To comply with this term, the date of sending has to be within the 10 days 
period. I declare that I took  note of and accept the General Terms & Conditions of Highland Musikarchiv. 

Send back by fax or mail to:

All orders subject to our General Terms & Conditions
*All prices excluding VAT

M u s i k a r c h i v
Highland

Highland Musikarchiv
Keplerstr. 6
34233 Fuldatal
Germany

fax: +49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 69 tel.: +49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 72





During office hours you reach us 

by phone:
+49 (0)5607 – 9 34 10 72

via e-mail:
info@highland-musikarchiv.com

Please keep me informed on new releases

by:           fax            mail       e-mail

6 audio CDs containing samples of Highland Musikarchiv titles!

InfoPool

Audio Demo CDs

Please call me, my phone n° is stated below.Contact me

Up to 4 original Highland Musikarchiv 
CDs/DVDs of your choice.

(Without obligations, without rights of use and/or 
stage rights.) CDs/DVDs sent to you remain sole 
property of Highland Musikarchiv until 
commercial rights are licenced.

InstantStarterSet

More information!
Please send me free of charge 
and without obligations:

1

2

3

4

Send back by fax or mail to:

Post code                              City

Country

tel.                                                            fax

Street / n°

Contact name

Sender details 

Company name

M u s i k a r c h i v
Highland

Highland Musikarchiv
Keplerstr. 6
34233 Fuldatal
Germany

fax: +49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 69 tel.: +49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 72





M
us

t re
The above stated natural or legal person receives the general right of use for all music titles of the above listed 

Highland Musikarchiv CD(s)/DVD(s). The right of use is granted permanent for dubbing of films, videos, DVD, 

radio dramas, slide shows or multimedia productions. The right of use is granted for the below detailed utilisation 

and performance.

All world-wide rights of use and stage rights are granted by the author Joachim Lehberger as far as music is tied-

up to one of the above listed media. Explicitly prohibited remains the commercial reproduction of Highland 

Musikarchiv music titles on sound storage media of any kind without the above stated combination of 

application. Vending of sound storage media including Highland Musikarchiv music titles remains the sole right 

of Highland Musikarchiv. Authorisation for application of the music in connection with websites requires the 

operator of the website to ensure that the possibility of separate loading and download of the music titles is made 

impossible by technical means. The holder of this document is entitled to grant derived rights of use to 3rd parties 

if this is done in context of granting the rights for the holders production to the 3rd party. The 3rd party is thus 

entitled to use the Highland Musikarchiv music titles included in the production of the 3rd party world wide. The 

derived right of use is limited to the original production of the holder of this document. In case of creation of a 

new derived  production of a 3rd party using the Highland Musikarchiv music title(s) the 3rd party requires an 

own (additional) Release Document by Highland Musikarchiv. Rights of use, respectively terms of rights of use, 

granted by this Release Document explicitly do not cover the use of Highland Musikarchiv music titles for the 

purpose of and/or in the context of the following:

   a) Acts of criminal liable

   b) Acts of defamation and/or mitigation of natural or legal person

   c) Sole purpose of glorification of violence                                      

Since the author according to German Copy Right Law (§ 15 et sqq. UrhG) owns the exclusive right to exploit his 

work in physical form and since he is not member of a collecting society no charges have to be paid for usage of 

the music titles to collecting societies if this document is presented. All rights of use and patent utilisation are 

performed by the author. Any private or public performance of films, videos, DVD, radio dramas or slide shows as 

well as application within a multimedia productions or website using Highland Musikarchiv music titles without 

the appropriate personalised Release Document signed by the author is prohibited.

This document is strictly limited to the above stated recipient and not transferable to other natural or legal 

person.

Release Document
Commercial Use

Sample

M u s i k a r c h i v
Highlandhighland-musikarchiv.comwww.

info@highland-musikarchiv.com
Keplerstr. 6
34233 Fuldatal
Deutschland

Tel.: 05607 - 9 34 10 72
Fax: 05607 - 9 34 10 69

Customer n°:
Fuldatal, (date)Best of Industrial Music Vol.1

Firma

Joachim Lehberger
author

Sample





General Terms & Conditions
As of 1 December 2006

In accordance with the Directive 97/7/EC of the European Parliament and the 
European Council of 20 May 1997 on the protection of consumers in respect 
of distance contracts (Official Journal L 144 , 04/06/1997 P. 0019 - 0027) 
and §§ 312b et sqq. BGB (German Civil Code), we declare as follows:

§1 The address is as follows: HIGHLAND MUSIKARCHIV, owner Joachim 
Lehberger,
Keplerstr. 6, 34233 Fuldatal, Germany.
tel.: +49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 72, fax: +49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 69
email: info@highland-musikarchiv.com

§2 We differentiate between licences for commercial use (prices according to 
current "price list for commercial use" plus VAT) and for non-commercial 
use (prices according to current "price list for non-commercial use" inclusive 
VAT) of our GEMAfree music. Please observe our “Bulletin on Commercial 
Use". The current price list in Euro is in effect as of 01.01.2002, misprint and 
errors expected.

§3 The sales contract on licence(s) is effective by acceptance of your order by 
us. Highland Musikarchiv reserves the right to refuse selling the rights of use 
and stage rights to certain natural or legal entities and/or for certain 
application of music without any further explanation. In case of 
misapprehension or deception of Highland Musikarchiv on the buyer and/or 
the intended use, the buyer does not attain a right of use or stage rights on 
the music.
Furthermore Highland Musikarchiv reserves itself the right for compensation 
due to unauthorized use. If necessary we will request a written confirmation 
on non-commercial use of our music. Highland Musikarchiv reserves its right 
to cancel– both commercial and non-commercial - subscriptions with a 
cancellation period of one year without indication of reasons by written 
notification by Highland Musikarchiv. Subscriptions with a duration of two 
years may also be terminated by Highland Musikarchiv (effective at the end 
of the two year period) without indication of reasons by written notification 
and with a cancellation period of one year (effective at the end of the two 
year period).

§4 Purchase price and packing & postage (p&p) expenses are due with 
delivery for payment in one single amount without deduction. We charge 
default interest in the amount of 5% per annum over the respective discount 
interest rate of the Federal Bank of Germany.

§5 We charge p&p flat rate of € 2,50 (Germany), respectively € 4,00 
(European foreign countries) per delivery. Orders exceeding the values of 
€ 125,00 are delivered free of p&p charge within Europe. For delivery to 
non-European countries individual rates are agreed in due course of the 
order. We deliver on account. Within Germany payment by cheque of direct 
debit (inland accounts) are accepted. Delivered goods and rights remain the 
sole property of Highland Musikarchiv until complete payment is received.

§6 Use of the music without an original Release Document (licence) - issued 
to the individual user and signed by the author - is prohibited and leads to 
complaint of an offence. Details of use is clearly regulated by the Release 
Document. If no contradiction is received against the regulations of our 
Release Documents within 14 days after receipt of the delivery, the 
conditions are considered as accepted.

Additionally following restrictions apply for the use of Highland Musikarchiv 
music:

The rights of use and/or stage rights as well as regulations laid out in the 
corresponding Release Documents explicitly do not grant the use of the 
music in the following contexts:

a) actions sanctioned by criminal code
b) actions capable of or meant to villainies natural or legal entities or 
c) actions with the objective and/or purpose of glorification of violence

§7 Guarantee period for returning defective media amounts to 24 months. 
We, in such cases, supply immediately replacement free of charge and 
without any forwarding expenses. Normal abrasion is explicitly excluded 
from the guarantee.

§8a Rights of use and stage rights on Highland Musikarchiv music and 
sounds are not subject to revocation regulations due to the licenses not 
being covered by revocation regulations for goods and services according 
to  German Civil Code (BGB §§ 312b et seqq.)  of the Federal Republic of 
Germany.

§8b For all other items offered by Highland Musikarchiv the revocation 
regulations according to German Civil Code (BGB §§ 312b et seqq.) of the 
Federal Republic of Germany are as follows. Consumers my revoke the 
contract in writing (e.g. letter, fax, e-mail) within the legal period of 14 
days after receipt of the delivery without indication of reasons. To 
comply with the term, sending off the goods within the 14 day period is 
sufficient. Addressee is Highland Musikarchiv (contact details see §1).
Consequences of revocation: in case of effective revocation both sides 
have to return received benefits as well as - if applicable – realised gains 
(e.g. interest). If the buyer can not return received items in a condition as 
was when delivered, he has to compensate this damages. This clause is 
not applicable if the reduction in value resulted in sole examination of 
the item as would be normal in due cause of examination in a retail shop. 
Buyers may prevent any claim on compensation by handling the item not 
as own property and avoid any action in handling that may damage the 
items. Shipment costs are to be paid by the buyer if the items were 
delivered as ordered and the price of the returned items is less than 40.00 
Euro or, if the price is more than 40,00 Euro, if no payment was made 
until notification of revocation. In all other cases shipment costs are 
covered by the seller. Obligations for payment are to be fulfilled within 
30 days. 

§9 Resale of Highland Musikarchiv CDs/DVDs is permitted only with 
approval of Highland Musikarchiv. The current "Trader Price List" - and 
the conditions layed-out therein – are applicable. Duplication of Highland 
Musikarchiv CDs/DVDs remains the sole right of Highland Musikarchiv.

§10 Place of fulfilment is Kassel. Concerning business with merchants 
who have been entered as such in the commercial register and legal 
entities, area of jurisdiction is Kassel. German legislation applies 
exclusively, even if the buying entity is based abroad.

§11 Address data of clients stored by Highland Musikarchiv is not passed 
to 3rd parties.

§12 HIGHLAND MUSIKARCHIV internet pages are available in German 
language version as well as - partially - in English  and French language 
version. 

§13 The current version of “General Terms & Conditions” substitute any 
previous versions.

§14 If any regulation of these “General Terms & Conditions” should be or 
become invalid, the validity of the other regulations remains unaffected. 
Any arrangements diverging from these “General Terms & Conditions” 
have to be in writing for effectiveness.

M u s i k a r c h i v
Highland

Owner: Joachim Lehberger Tax n°: 2 584 100 627 VAT ID-n°: DE 112 979 941

Account details for Germany:
VR-Bank Schwalm-Eder
BLZ 520 626 01, account n° 22 46 953
IBAN: DE42 5206 2601 0002 2469 53
BIC (SWIFT-Code): GENODEF1HRV

Account details for Austria:
Volksbank Salzburg REG.GEN.M.B.H
BLZ 45010, account n° 155 838
IBAN: AT79 4501 0000 0015 5838
BIC (SWIFT-Code): VBOEATWWSAL

Account details for Switzerland:
UBS AG
account n° 233-629150.01 U
IBAN: CH37 0023 3233 6291 5001 U
BIC (SWIFT-Code): UBSWCHZH40A

highland-musikarchiv.comwww.
info@highland-musikarchiv.com

All orders subject to our General Terms & Conditions. Transmission of our General Terms & Conditions may be requested in writing or obtained on www.highland-musikarchiv.com

Keplerstr. 6
34233 Fuldatal
Deutschland

Tel.: 05607 - 9 34 10 72
Fax: 05607 - 9 34 10 69



www.h ighland -mus ikarch iv .com

M u s i k a r c h i v
Highland

Details on Highland Musikarchiv: www.highland-musikarchiv.com

eMail service: info@highland-musikarchiv.com

telephone support: Tel.: +49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 72

Mail:

Highland Musikarchiv
Keplerstr. 6
34233 Fuldatal
Germany

Fax: +49 (0)5607 - 9 34 10 69

Contact

FilmmusicPro
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